MY PERFECT PERSONALITY PIE
Concept
Personalities are like a pie; it takes many pieces and ingredients to make a whole pie.
Activity
Explain to the students that one of the most important ingredients for success in relationships,
achievements, and happiness is one’s personality. One’s personality is another part of the magic
that makes things happen with little effort.
Using the overhead transparency that lists personality traits and characteristics, have the students
choose the traits they think make up the perfect personality or the personality he/she would like
to have. The teacher may need to briefly review some of the traits. Have each student choose up
to ten (10) traits to complete his/her pie.
When the students have made their selections, they can write their personality traits in the outer
circle around the edge of their pies. If they think one trait is a lot more important than another,
that trait can take up two parts of the pie. Using colored pencils or felt-tip markers, let the
students color in their pie sections.
As the studentscomplete the activity, explain how personalities are similar to a pie—one or two
pieces (personality traits) do not make a complete pie (complete personality), but when there are
many pieces (personality traits), the pie is complete (and the personality is more enjoyable).
The teacher may have the students explain why they chose each personality trait around the edge
of the pie.
NOTE: the teacher should have an example of a Personality Pie ready to show to the students
before they begin.

PERSONALITY TRAITS AND CHARACTERISTICS
Creative

Independent

Intelligent

Understanding

Persuasive

Helpful

Adventurous

Careful

Strong

Mechanical

Imaginative

Shy

Organized

Sympathetic

Excitable

Studious

Communicative

Tolerant

Sociable

Precise

Compassionate

Nonconforming

Rational

Logical

Adaptable

Thoughtful

Competitive

Patient

Critical

Quiet

Inquisitive

Philosophical

Talkative

Diplomatic

Idealistic

Sincere

Cooperative

Methodical

Friendly

Responsible

Ambitious

Cheerful

Generous

Honest

Courageous

Dependable

Cooperative

Easy Going

Confident

Humorous

Enthusiastic

Name _________________________ Date __________________________ Score ___________
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